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Abstract 
EventTracker v4.6 introduces the option to install, configure, and operate the EventTracker 
Agent for Solaris BSM Events, etbsmagt. It also includes information to help you test and verify 
that the agent program is performing correctly. 

 

Scope 
The configurations detailed in this guide are consistent with EventTracker Enterprise V7.x and 
later, Solaris 8 and later. 
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Introduction 
This document provides the information you need to install, configure, and operate 
EventTracker Agent for Solaris BSM Events, etbsmagt. It also includes information to help you 
test and verify that the agent program is performing correctly.  

The manual is divided into six sections, listed below, plus one appendix, which shows some 
simple examples for controlling the event reporting process.  

• Preparation - describes what you need to do to prepare the machine environment so that 
the agent program will perform to your expectations.  

• Installation - describes how to install and uninstall the agent program.  

• Configuration - describes the configuration file (ini-file) and how to use it.  

• Policy - describes the policy file and how to remove the events you don't want to report to 
the Event Tracker.  

• Operation - describes how to start and stop the agent program.  

• Testing - describes the command line, especially the trace mask parameter, and suggests 
tools that you can use to verify proper operation.  

 

Preparation 
For the agent software to be useful, two conditions must be met:  

1. An EventTracker service must have been installed on some Windows machine that is 
accessible from the agent machine via TCP. Details about the EventTracker product, 
including instructions for installation and operation, are provided in the documentation 
provided with that product.  

2. The Solaris auditing system must be activated. Details about auditing in the Solaris 
environment and the Basic Security Module (BSM), including instructions for operation can 
be found at the following website: 

 

http://docs.sun.com/app/docs/doc/802-1965?q=BSM   

 

 

http://docs.sun.com/app/docs/doc/802-1965?q=BSM�
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Installation 
The agent software is provided in two installation package files, one for each of the two 
supported platforms. The package file names are etbsmagt.solarissparc.pkg for the Sparc 
platform, and etbsmagt.solarisx86.pkg for the Intel x86 platform.  

To install the agent software, login as the superuser, copy the appropriate package file into a 
directory, and then type one of the following two commands.  

 # pkgadd -d etbsmagt.solarissparc.pkg all  

If installing on the Sparc platform, or  

 # pkgadd -d etbsmagt.solarisx86.pkg all  

If installing on the Intel x86 platform.  

Both installations proceed in the same way, and will make a single request. After your 
response, it installs the software in the /opt/etbsmagt directory.  

The request should appear as follows:  

Processing package instance <ETBSMAGT> from 
</export/home/pmedlock/bsm/etbsmagt.solarisx86.pkg>  

EventTracker Agent for Solaris C-2(SolarisX86) 1.00  

## Executing checkinstall script.  

The selected base directory </opt/etbsmagt> must exist before  

installation is attempted.  

Do you want this directory created now [y,n,?,q]  

You should respond to this request with "y", followed by pressing the Enter key.  

Assuming that you responded as specified, the installation process will proceed, displaying the 
following messages as it completes:  

Using </opt/etbsmagt> as the package base directory.  

## Processing package information.  

## Processing system information.  

 2 package pathnames are already properly installed.  
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## Verifying disk space requirements. 

## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.  

## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.  

Installing EventTracker Agent for Solaris C-2 as <ETBSMAGT>  

## Installing part 1 of 1.  

/opt/etbsmagt/etbsmagt  

/opt/etbsmagt/etbsmagt.ini  

/opt/etbsmagt/etbsmagt.log  

/opt/etbsmagt/etbsmagt.policy  

/opt/etbsmagt/etbsmagt_start  

/opt/etbsmagt/libCrun.so.1  

/opt/etbsmagt/libCstd.so.1  

/opt/etbsmagt/libc.so.1  

/opt/etbsmagt/libdoor.so.1  

/opt/etbsmagt/libelf.so.1  

/opt/etbsmagt/libm.so.2  

/opt/etbsmagt/libmd5.so.1  

/opt/etbsmagt/libmp.so.2  

/opt/etbsmagt/libnsl.so.1  

/opt/etbsmagt/libresolv.so.2  

/opt/etbsmagt/libscf.so.1  

/opt/etbsmagt/libsnmp.so.1  

/opt/etbsmagt/libsocket.so.1  

/opt/etbsmagt/libthread.so.1  

/opt/etbsmagt/libucb.so.1  
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/opt/etbsmagt/libuutil.so.1  

/opt/etbsmagt/libw.so.1  

[Verifying class <none>]  

Installation of <ETBSMAGT> was successful.  

At this point, the operating system displays the command-line prompt, and the installation is 
complete.  

The installation procedure creates a directory called /opt/etbsmagt, and copies the executable, 
its libraries, and its supporting files into the directory.  

While all the files whose names begin with "lib" are dynamic libraries that the etbsmagt 
program uses, there are several files that also serve the program. Following is a list of these 
files: 

etbsmagt the agent program code file  

etbsmagt.ini the configuration file (i.e., ini-file)  

etbsmagt.log an empty copy of the log file  

etbsmagt.policy the default policy file (empty)  

etbsmagt_start a shell script to start the agent program.  

The empty log-file is included in the installation package so that it will be registered to be 
deleted by the uninstall process.  

To uninstall the agent software, be sure that you are logged in as the superuser, and then use 
the following command:  

 # pkgrm ETBSMAGT  

This command does not require that the package file be present.  

To reinstall the agent software, first uninstall it as described. Then, being sure that the install 
package file is available in your current directory, proceed with installation as described above. 
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Configuration 
Before you attempt to start the agent program, you will need to adjust several of the 
parameters in the ini-file.  

The default name of the configuration file is etbsmagt.ini. You can use a different name by 
specifying the name as the first parameter of the command line, and by using that name for 
the file in which you specify the configuration options. (Note that a file with a name not 
registered by the installation process will not be deleted if you uninstall the agent package.)  

Below is the agent program configuration ini-file as provided in the installation package.  

[bsm]  

name=EventTracker Agent for Solaris C-2  

version=1  

policyfilename=etbsmagt.policy  

bookmark=  

readerfilename=etbsmagt.inp  

readerwait=5  

heartbeat=30  

updateconfig=5  

queuesize=8  

writerip=<ip of Event Tracker computer>  

writerport=14505  

listenerport=14506  

trace=0  

; following parses dates for Solaris 10  

; (example is 2005-03-14 11:30:46)  

BSMdatetimeformat=%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S  

; following parses dates for Solaris before 10  
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; (example is Mon Mar 14 11:30:46 EST 2005)  

;BSMdatetimeformat=%A %B %d %H:%M:%S %Z %Y  

ETdatetimeformat=%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S %z  

[snmp]  

community=public  

version=0  

enterprise=1.3.6.1.4.1.7011.1  

agentip=<ip of agent computer>  

traptype=6  

spectype=2  

[comm]  

retries=4  

timeout=10  

Blank lines are ignored, and relevant lines may begin with leading whitespace.  

Lines whose first non-whitespace character is not a letter, a number, or an open-bracket ("[") 
are also ignored. The value-part of the name-value pair is taken from the equal-sign to the end 
of the line, trimming spaces from the leading and trailing ends. Do not place remarks on a 
name-value line.  

Several of the lines in the ini-file are of special interest, and we discuss them here:  

 

[bsm].bookmark  
The etbsmagt program uses a sliding timestamp window to obtain events from the BSM audit 
system. In normal operation, the starting timestamp of the window is obtained from the 
timestamp of the last previous event processed. But, if no events have yet been processed in a 
given run, the starting timestamp is obtained from the [bsm].bookmark parameter.  

If the value is left blank, which would be so in the first run of the program, the etbsmagt 
program sets the starting timestamp of the first window to the current time as obtained from 
the operating system. This effectively ignores the events that are already recorded in the BSM 
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audit system. If the value is not blank, then that value is used as the starting timestamp. This 
latter case is most useful for debugging situations.  

The program always sets the ending timestamp for the sliding window to the current time plus 
one second. If you set the starting timestamp to some future time, the program will not 
attempt to obtain events until the ending timestamp exceeds the starting timestamp.  

As it executes, the etbsmagt program updates the value of the [bsm].bookmark parameter in 
memory to match the timestamp of the most recent event record that it has reported. At 
specified intervals, the file version is updated to match the memory version. This is done so 
that, if the program is stopped, and then restarted, the events will be reported without 
repetition and without loss. The user controls the frequency for updating the configuration file 
by changing the value of the [bsm].updateconfig parameter. The values of this parameter are in 
units of minutes. Its default value is five minutes.  

To set the value of the [bsm].bookmark parameter to a valid starting date and time, use the 
following format:  

YYYYMMDDhhmmss  

where  

YYYY is the full four-digit year (2005 is a valid example)  

MM is the two-digit month index (January = 01, December = 12)  

DD is the two-digit day of the month (April 1st, 2005 = 20050401)  

hh is the two-digit hour of the day (12:00AM = 00)  

mm is the two-digit minute of the hour (12:01 = 1201)  

ss is the two-digit second of the minute (12:01:34 = 120134)  

A valid example value is  

20050403000000 (which corresponds to April 3rd, 2005 00:00:00)  

Note that the [bsm].bookmark value must contain no special characters or spaces, but, as 
already observed, can be empty.  
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[bsm].writerip  
This parameter must be set to the ip-address of the Windows machine that is running the 
Event Tracker that you want to receive the BSM events. The format of a valid value for the 
[bsm].writerip parameter is the standard ipv4 format of 999.999.999.999.  

 

[bsm].BSMdatetimeformat  
The etbsmagt program uses the value of this parameter to analyze the timestamp that the 
BSM audit system presents. Currently, two formats have been observed: one for Solaris 
versions before version 10, and one for version 10, itself. Both versions are reflected in the ini-
file, with one of the choices commented out.  

Before running the etbsmagt program the first time, you should make sure that the correct 
parameter is uncommented and the other parameter is commented out.  

 

[bsm].trace  
The trace facility of the etbsmagt program provides a running account of program internal 
activity, both on the console and in a log file. A number of components of the program can 
independently report their activity through the trace facility.  

You activate the trace facility by setting either the [bsm].trace parameter, or by setting the 
second parameter of the command line. Both methods use the same coding system described 
here. If both methods are used, the command-line parameter value overrides the ini-file value. 
The command-line is described later in the Testing section of this manual.  

Following is a table identifying the program components, and the trace mask values that 
activate the trace facility for each component.  

Mask Action 
 
0 The trace facility is not active. 

1 Traces BSM events as they are sent to the Event Tracker.  

2 Traces program monitor thread activity for general information 
about the program state. 

4 
Traces the listener thread for information about commands 
received from the Event Tracker.  
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8 Traces the BSM event reader thread for information about 
sliding window, auditreduce, and event input activities. 

16 Traces event writer thread activity. 
32 Traces SNMP processing. 

64 
Traces communications activity between the etbsmagt program 
and the Event Tracker.  

128 Traces low-level subroutine activities, including the activities of 
the configuration and policy information manager objects. 

 

You select the components for which you want a trace by adding their corresponding mask 
values together. For example, to trace the monitor, the reader and the writer, add 2 + 8 + 16 to 
get a composite mask of 26.  

If a log file name is provided as parameter three on the command-line, and the trace facility is 
active, trace messages are written to the etbsmagt.log file.  

Additionally, if an error occurs and no log file name is provided, error messages are written to 
the same file.  

 

[snmp].agentip  
The etbsmagt program must identify itself to the Event Tracker in the event messages it sends. 
Because the computer upon which the program is running may have more than one NICs 
(interface adapter cards), the computer may have more than one ip-address. You must set the 
[snmp].agentip parameter to the ip-address corresponding to the NIC that the program is using 
to communicate.  

Notice: the agent program does not verify the validity of values assigned in the configuration 
file, so be careful when making changes. Incorrect values could cause the program to fail or to 
operate improperly in unexpected ways.   
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Policies 
Before you attempt to start the etbsmagt program, you may want to adjust several of the 
parameters in the policy-file. If you do not, the program will report all events that the BSM audit 
system generates.  

The default name of the policy file is etbsmagt.policy. You can use a different name by 
changing the value of the [bsm].policyfilename parameter in the configuration file, and by using 
that name for the file in which you specify the profile options. (Note that a file with a name not 
registered by the installation process will not be deleted if you uninstall the agent package.)  

Use the policy file to select the events from the BSM audit system that you want to report. If 
you want to report all the events, then leave the policy file empty, which is its default state.  

While the policy file lets you select the BSM events to be reported to the Event Tracker, you can 
also control the events that the BSM audit system records through the actions you take when 
you set up the audit system. Setting up the BSM audit system is a relatively complex task, and 
is documented in man-pages available on any Solaris machine.  

For more information about setting up the BSM audit system, read the information at the 
website 

A detailed description of policy filters is given below. Use them in any combination, one filter 
per text line in the policy file. This information was taken from the man page for the 
auditreduce utility.  

http://docs.sun.com/app/docs/doc/802-1965?q=BSM   

audit-classes <audit-classes>  

select records by audit class. Records with events that are mapped to the audit classes 
specified by audit-classes are selected. Audit class names are defined in audit_class (4). 
The audit-classes can be a comma-separated list of audit flags like those described in 
audit_control (4). Using the audit flags, one can select records based upon success and 
failure criteria.  

effective-user <effective-user>  

 select records with the specified effective-user.  

effective-group <effective-group>  

 select records with the specified effective-group.  

real-group <real-group>  

 select records with the specified real-group.  

http://docs.sun.com/app/docs/doc/802-1965?q=BSM�
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subject-ID <subject-ID>  

 select records with the specified subject-ID where subject-ID is a process ID.  

event <event>  

 select records with the indicated event. The event is the literal string or the event number.  

file<pathname file>  

select records containing file system objects with the specified pathname, where 
pathname is a comma-separated list of regular expressions. If a regular expression is 
preceded by a tilde (~), files matching the expression are excluded from the output. For 
example, the option file=~/usr/openwin, /usr,/etc would select all files in /usr or /etc 
except those in /usr/openwin. The order of the regular expressions is important because 
auditreduce processes them from left to right, and stops when a file is known to be either 
selected or excluded. Thus the option file= /usr, /etc, ~/usr/openwin would select all files 
in /usr and all files in /etc. Files in /usr/openwin are not excluded because the regular 
expression /usr is matched first. Care should be given in surrounding the pathname with 
quotes so as to prevent the shell from expanding any tildes.  

filegroup<group filegroup>  

 select records containing file system objects with group as the owning group.  

fileowner<user fileowner>  

 select records containing file system objects with user as the owning user.  

msgqid <ID msgqid>  

 select records containing message queue objects with the specified ID where ID is a 
 message queue ID.  

msgqgroup<group msgqgroup>  

 select records containing message queue objects with group as the owning or creating 
 group.  

msgqowner<user msgqowner>  

 select records containing message queue objects with user as the owning or creating user.  

pid<ID pid>  

 select records containing process objects with the specified ID where ID is a process ID. 
 Process are objects when they are receivers of signals.  
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procgroup<group procgroup>  

 select records containing process objects with group as the real or effective group.  

procowner<user procowner>  

 select records containing process objects with user as the real or effective user.  

semid<ID semid>  

 select records containing semaphore objects with the specified ID where ID is a semaphore 
 ID.  

semgroup<group semgroup>  

 select records containing semaphore objects with group as the owning or creating group.  

semowner<user semowner>  

 select records containing semaphore objects with user as the owning or creating user.  

shmid<ID shmid>  

 select records containing shared memory objects with the specified ID where ID is a shared 
 memory ID.  

shmgroup<group shmgroup>  

 select records containing shared memory objects with group as the owning or creating 
 group.  

shmowner<user shmowner>  

 select records containing shared memory objects with user as the owning or creating user.  

sock<port_number|machine sock>  

 select records containing socket objects with the specified port_number or the specified 
 machine where machine is a machine name as defined in hosts (4).  

real-user<real-user>  

 select records with the specified real-user.  

audit-user<audit-user>  

 select records with the specified audit-user.  
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To specify a filter, enter the keyword (such as "audit-classes"), follow it with one or more spaces 
or tabs, then enter the value you want to associate with the keyword. See the examples in 
Appendix. 

  

Operation 
Once you have set up the BSM auditing system, and have set up the configuration and policy 
files, you can start the agent. The install procedure creates a start-up script, called 
etbsmagt_start, which you can use for normal operation. This script (shown below) causes the 
agent to execute in the background.  

#!/bin/sh  

LD_LIBRARY_PATH=${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:.  

PATH=${PATH}:  

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH PATH  

etbsmagt &  

You can use the following two commands to execute the agent.  

# cd /opt/etbsmagt  

# ./etbsmagt_start  

When the agent program starts, it displays a startup message on the console:  

 Prism Microsystems EventTracker Agent for Solaris C-2 begin run  

The program also creates an additional script that you can use to stop the agent program. This 
script has the form  

 # more etbsmagt_stop  

 #!/bin/sh  

 kill -2 12476  

The second parameter of the kill command will be different from run to run to reflect the 
process id (pid) of the etbsmagt program process.  

You use the following two commands to terminate the agent program.  
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 # cd /opt/etbsmagt  

 # ./etbsmagt_stop  

When the agent program terminates, it displays the following message first  

 Prism Microsystems EventTracker Agent for Solaris C-2 ending run  

The program then executes its shutdown procedure, and deletes the stop script. It, then, 
displays the following message:  

 Prism Microsystems EventTracker Agent for Solaris C-2 ended run  

If you execute the agent program in the background, you should use the stop script to 
terminate the agent program. If you choose to run it in the foreground, however, you can use ^C 
to properly terminate it.  
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Testing 
In normal use of the etbsmagt program, you should use the etbsmagt_start script. This 
initializes the context so that the program can run, and then runs the program in the 
background. If you need to vary this, you should examine the etbsmagt_start script (which is 
shown in the previous section) and perform the same steps manually. Then, you can execute 
the etbsmagt program using the command line.  

The command line follows:  

 # etbsmagt <ini-file-name> <trace-mask> <log-file-name> <cr>  

For example, you could use the following line:  

 # etbsmagt etbsmagt.ini 30 etbsmagt.log <cr>  

If you just wanted to run the program in the foreground, you would enter the following 
command line:  

 # etbsmagt <cr>  

The parameters are optional. If you do not specify a log file and a log file is required for the trace 
facility, the etbsmagt program writes the trace messages to a file, called etbsmagt.log. If you 
omit the last two parameters, the trace mask in the configuration file is used. If you omit all the 
parameters, the etbsmagt program reads the configuration information from etbsmagt.ini.  

As mentioned above, you can use the second parameter, the trace-mask parameter, to obtain a 
trace of the program activities. Following is a table identifying the program components, and 
the trace mask values that activate the trace facility for each component. (This table also 
appears in the [bsm].trace subsection of the Configuration section of this manual.)  

Mask Action 
 
0 The trace facility is not active. 

1 Traces BSM events as they are sent to the Event Tracker.  

2 Traces program monitor thread activity for general information 
about the program state. 

4 
Traces the listener thread for information about commands 
received from the Event Tracker.  

8 Traces the BSM event reader thread for information about 
sliding window, auditreduce, and event input activities. 

16 Traces event writer thread activity. 
32 Traces SNMP processing. 
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64 
Traces communications activity between the etbsmagt program 
and the Event Tracker.  

128 Traces low-level subroutine activities, including the activities of 
the configuration and policy information manager objects. 

 

You select the components for which you want a trace by adding their corresponding mask 
values together. For example, to trace the monitor, the reader and the writer, add 2 + 8 + 16 to 
get a composite mask of 26. Set the second parameter to this value.  

The program displays trace messages on the console and writes them into the log file as they 
occur in the execution of the program. Each component of the program identifies itself and the 
method it is executing when it generates the trace message. An informative message follows 
that. Parts of the message that reflect operating conditions are displayed within angle 
brackets, as in <20050405164414> from the example messages shown below.  

Below are two trace messages:  

 ABSMReader getEventFile: beginTime is <20050405164414>, endTime is 
 <20050405164419>  

 ABSMReader getEventFile: system command is </usr/sbin/auditreduce -a 20050405164 
 414 -b 20050405164419 -c all -e root 2> etbsmagt.err | /usr/sbin/praudit -sl > e 
 tbsmagt.inp>  

(The second message is wrapped so that all of it can be shown here.)  
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Appendix – Sample Policy Files  
1) logon.policy - All logon events  

 audit-classes lo  

2) priviledged.policy - All privileged events  

 audit-classes all  

 effective-user root  

3) all_failed.policy - All failed events  

 audit-classes -all  

 

    These examples assume that the BSM audit system is recording these events. 
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